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ISEG has been
educating leaders of

thought and action
since 1911. Today, at a

time when society
recognises the

importance of good
economic management
more than ever, we are
here to build solutions:
ISEG - 111 years of a

School of Firsts.

"Giving life to ISEG 

ISEG, with 111 years of history, is a school that is
recognised as being one of the best management schools in
the world, a school of great dynamism and innovation which
leads to us constantly updating, renewing and growing... 

It is in "anonymity" that DLAT (Logistics and Technical
Support Division) gives life to all the activities, which include
the contracting of goods and services, support contracts for
services of a technical and specialised nature, the
acquisition of capital assets, and the necessary works
required to constantly improve all of ISEG’s facilities. 

DLAT manages the maintenance of spaces and assets and
supports all ISEG events throughout the year.

It is also at DLAT that we prepare for the future by
implementing a sustainable public procurement policy with
energy and environmental certifications, in line with the
SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals), in order that ISEG
can contribute to an increased environmental and social
responsibility. 

Being a collective entity under public law, ISEG is obliged to
comply with the vast range of legal and formal obligations
governed by supervisory entities such as the Court of
Auditors, the Directorate General of the Budget (DGO), the
Tax Authority (AT), the Rector’s Office of ULisboa, external
and internal audits and others, which means that this
Division is constantly facing challenges in terms of rigour
and agility. There is a need to act, to comply, and to enforce
and make it happen. 

DLAT is an area on which everyone depends, which is
constantly dynamic, and always maintains a team spirit,
pride and professionalism”.

And our neighbourhood... wins Lisbon's 2022
Popular Marches – Congratulations
Madragoa!

After a two-year interregnum due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the Popular
Marches and Santo António celebrations returned to the streets of Lisbon. 

Sardines were back on the grill in 2022 and the streets were once again full. The parade ended
up dominating the spotlight, as the tradition of Santo António dictates. And with this rentrée it was
the neighbourhood of Madragoa that won! A year of many successes here at ISEG!) 

In this edition of the Newsletter we highlight the signing of an agreement between ISEG and
Lisbon City Council to promote a more sustainable city, ISEG’s Confidence Index for May, the
new study by the Manuel dos Santos Foundation that was coordinated by Professor Clara
Raposo, and the testimonials of Frederico Mira Godinho and Isabel Fortunato in the "A School of
1s: 111 YEARS, 111 ALUMNI" section. 

The following are cited in this number: Catarina Paiva, Clara Raposo, Filipa Cristóvão,
Francisco Louçã, João Duque, Luís Cardoso, Manuel Ennes Ferreira, Nuno Crato and
Ricardo Cabral.

From the Average Salary to the Popular
Marches

>> "Inflation: is it necessary to put the brakes on economic activity in the
Euro area as soon as possible?" – an article by Ricardo Cabral, in
Público.

>> Francisco Louçã's essay in Expresso, "Save yourself if you can, or a
Noah's ark solution".

>> João Duque finds it curious that the government is asking
businessmen to increase the average wage when the government
doesn’t want to increase wages by more than 0.9%.

>> Manuel Ennes Ferreira writes that African consumers would like to
buy made in Africa, but industry does not follow this trend.

>> Ukraine/Moldova on the EU candidate list. For Francisco
Louçã, there is "nothing more peaceful than a screen".

>> Catarina Paiva, Filipa Cristóvão, Clara Raposo, and Luís
Cardoso are referenced in an article that states that ISEG has entered
the "Olympus of Executive Training".

>> Clara Raposo's declarations in the article entitled "The solution for
the talent crisis is not in creating more degrees and courses", in Jornal
Económico.

>> João Duque dsays that road tolls and salaries should be updated in
line with inflation.

>> Ricardo Cabral comments on António Costa's target of a 20%
increase in the average salary.

>> > Nuno Crato spoke about the importance of sleep on the "Educating
has Science" podcast.

>> Francisco Louçã questions how the average salary can be increased
by 20% over the next four years on "The Taboo".

The Francisco Manuel dos Santos
Foundation publishes a study on the
financing of SMEs

"The financing of Portuguese
SMEs" | The Francisco Manuel
dos Santos Foundation

Is it possible to help small and medium-
sized enterprises to grow? Should we
support the weakest or the strongest
companies? These were the questions
that tried to be answered in the new
study by the Manuel dos Santos
Foundation on "The financing of
Portuguese SMEs".   

Professor Clara Raposo is the
coordinator of the project, which also
counts with the participation as authors
Cláudia Custódio (Associate
Professor at Imperial College, London)
and Diana Bonfim (an economist at
the Economic Research Department of
the Bank of Portugal).

Presentation and debate of the study | Video & Podcast

In a country of small and medium-sized enterprises, how has the level of debt of these
businesses evolved? What has been the role of banking in their financing? Some answers
were shared on two occasions:

1) During the presentation of the new study, which took place on the 6th June at the Salão
Nobre Hall of ISEG, where Cláudia Custódio, one of the authors of the research,
conversed with Maria João Carioca (Director of Caixa Geral de Depósitos) and Ricardo
Santos (economist at the European Investment Bank);

On "From Cover to Back Cover" programme, a partnership between the Manuel dos
Santos Foundation and Rádio Renascença, where journalist José Pedro Frazão
discussed the topics studied with Diana Bonfim, who was also one of the authors of the
study, and also with Óscar Gaspar, Vice President of the CIP and Chair of the
Portuguese Private Hospital Association.

Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa visiting Imperial College in London, with Professor Cláudia Custódio
presenting the results of the study. 10th June, 2022

ISEG is sponsor and provides training at the
Rock in Rio Academy

The first two editions of the Rock in Rio Academy brought together more than 400 executives
and they were a great success! The good news is that it won’t be long before the 3rd Edition
transforms the City of Rock into an Academy – already on the 22nd June! What better!? It
counts with the seal of quality of ISEG, which is the main sponsor.

Rock in Rio will thus open its backstage doors to welcome executives and professionals from all
market segments. Overall, there will be 11 hours of live and interactive training with content
and experiences, distributed across the various spaces of the City of Rock.

Enrolment for the Rock in Rio Academy includes: 

Talks, Roundtables, and Team Challenges
Access to one day of the 2nd weekend of the Music Festival
A Backstage Tour
Access to the VIP Tasting Area
Lunch and Coffee-Break
Rock in Rio Experience
Networking
Welcome Kit
Happy Hour
Certified Training (DGERT) 

Programme, further information, and enrolment HERE.

The ISEG Index registers an increase

ISEG's Confidence Index for May 2022 registered a value of 37.2, which represents an increase
in comparison to April (36.6) – a partial recovery from the drop in confidence caused by the
invasion of Ukraine.

You can consult the document HERE.

Agreement signature | Lisbon Sustainable

An agreement was signed between ISEG and the Lisbon City Council on the
7th June.

The aim of this strategic partnership is to promote sustainability in the city of Lisbon through the
carrying out of R&D studies for theses, as well as the active exchange of knowledge regarding
the green economy and green financing and also the publishing of position papers and the
creation of events. It is also contemplates the promotion of other opportune activities designed to
encourage innovation and knowledge in the areas of "the Green economy”.

Clara Raposo, Dean of ISEG, with Diogo Moura, the councillor responsible for Economy and Innovation,
who represented the Lisbon City Council at the ceremony of the signature of the collaboration agreement.

A round-table debate was held in the CGD Auditorium at ISEG after the signing of the agreement
on the topic of "How to promote sustainability and the green economy in the regions? Synergies
between Universities, Companies and Local Authorities". 

The round table was moderated by Sofia Santos (ISEG Professor and the Coordinator of the
area of sustainability) and counted with the participation of guests Clara Raposo (ISEG
Professor and the Dean of the School), Diogo Moura (a Councillor from Lisbon City Council),
Margarida Figueiredo (the Municipal Department of Economy and Innovation), Paulo Trigo
Pereira (ISEG Professor and the Chair of IPP), and Patrícia Melo (ISEG Professor).

Research news

Portuguese Economic Journal

Papers published in the PEJ and
available online first: 

- “The effect of monetary policy on
household consumption expenditures in
Portugal: A decomposition of the
transmission channel” by João B. Duarte
& Nuno Pereira. Read it HERE.

- “Integrating the two-stage of non-radial
DEA model and BCG methods to
evaluate the performance with strategic
trajectory: a case study of securities
industry” by Chun-Yueh Lin. Read
it HERE.

Review of African Political
Economy, editada por Carlos
Nuno Castel-Branco
(ISEG/CEsA), disponível para
download gratuito. 

- Special Edition No. 49 (Issue 171,
March 2022) of the Review of African
Political Economy journal, "Capital
Accumulation, Financialisation and
Social Reproduction in Mozambique",
edited by ISEG professor and CEsA
researcher Carlos Nuno Castel-Branco
and Elisa Greco, which can be
downloaded for free up until the 30th of
June (click here).

This Issue contains papers by Professor
Castel-Branco and another two CEsA
researchers, Ana Sofia Ganho and Diogo
Maia.

A School of 1s: 111 YEARS, 111 ALUMNI 
Filipa Gonçalves dos Santos | Paulo
Fernando Ribeiro

In this edition, we share the testimonial of Filipa Gonçalves dos Santos and Paulo Fernando
Ribeiro.

Filipa Gonçalves dos Santos

MBA student, 2015 
Commercial Planning & Operational Excellence Lead,
Philip Morris International

Filipa Gonçalves dos Santos's ISEG

"In 2013 I decided to return to industry and enrolled in the ISEG MBA, with the aim to refresh the
management knowledge I had initially acquired in my degree in Industrial Engineering and
Management at Instituto Superior Técnico, after pursuing a traditional professional path as a
process engineer in the consulting and technology services area and later on as a project
manager and Business Strategy & Operations consultant in the industrial real estate sector.
Returning to Universidade de Lisboa was a natural choice and I could not have made a better
decision. 

In 2015, shortly after finishing my MBA, I fulfilled my goal and joined Tabaqueira, an affiliate of
Philip Morris International, where I already had had the opportunity to work in the areas of
Risk&Controls, Commercial Operations, Project Management and, more recently, in Commercial
Planning & Operational Excellence. For the past seven years I have built and led teams of over
more than ten people and have grown during periods of uncertainty by assuming the
responsibility for the well-being of my teams during a pandemic and a remote working
environment and I have developed as a professional both in the Portuguese market and in
international projects. 

Certain of the fact that this path had largely been enhanced by the learning acquired during the
ISEG MBA, I couldn’t miss this opportunity to congratulate the School and to thank it for all that
it’s taught me. During the ISEG MBA I consolidated classic management principles and was
exposed to new perspectives on leadership, technological innovation, ethics, and sustainability.
However, above all I had the privilege to learn from excellent faculty and from the best class ever
of the MBA programme, without which the experience would not have been so rewarding.

Together with my classmates, we were exposed to different perspectives regarding the concepts
taught, we developed resilience and stamina during the leadership exercises with the Portuguese
Navy and Air Force, and we also had fun every day as we overcame each of the proposed goals. 
Today, seven years later, I continue to benefit from the knowledge transmitted by ISEG by
following its contribution to research and its monitoring of the Portuguese economic and social
context and I also continue to follow the victories of my classmates. 

For all of this I offer my sincere congratulations and a profound thank you!"

Left, nowadays. Right, during the MBA at ISEG.

Paulo Fernando Ribeiro

Bachelors in Economics, 1998 
Partner, PW

Paulo Fernando Ribeiro's ISEG

"I am enormously proud to belong to a school that is 111 years old. I’m even more proud as it’s
the oldest Portuguese School of Economics and Management, with undisputed prestige in our
society. Since its creation, our ISEG has challenged restless minds, helped shape thought, and,
above all, has encouraged the creation of human relationships that have marked the last 111
years of Portugal's socio-economic history. It is a privilege to belong to this family that is, and
which forever will be mine. Long live ISEG!"

Left, during his time as an undergraduate. Right, nowadays.

Student News

MDCI student receives the
Campaign Prize for "Girls and
Women: Education-Health-
Equality-Law"

In the 9th Edition of the "Hearts Able to
Build" Communication Prizes that are
awarded every year by the “Hearts With
a Crown Association”, the illustration
album on "Girls and Women:
Education-Health-Equality-Law" by
Patrícia Lourenço (2nd Year student of
the Masters in International
Development and Cooperation)
received an Honourable Mention in the
"Campaign" category. The prize was
awarded during the celebration of the
Association's 10th Anniversary. 

The album was produced as part of a Cooperation Project (with the same name) between
the P&D Factor Association (Portugal) and CNAPN of Guinea-Bissau and was produced
from 2017 to 2021, and was one of its IEC/MC* tools.

Integrated in a campaign designed for low literacy audiences in the context of awareness-
raising activities in communities in ten neighbourhoods of the Autonomous Sector of
Bissau, the album was co-created with local CNAPN agents. These colleagues analysed,
tested, and approved the illustrations created with the different populations and groups –
which address the issues of Female Genital Mutilation (FGM/C), Child, Early, and Forced
Marriage, the Non-Schooling of Girls and Women, and Sexual and Reproductive Health. 

This collaboration with local agents proved to be the differentiating factor, proving that
without recognising local knowledge it is impossible to create transformation. This is the
only way to create an adequate representation of the reality that resonates with those who
experience it, promoting efficient and consolidated behavioural changes that will enable us
to achieve the 2030 Agenda and put an end to the harmful practices that hurt and
jeopardise the self-determination and human rights of millions of girls and women. 

The student also wrote for the Global Workshop blog talking about why sex education and
gender equality are an issue for the State. Read the article HERE.

* Information, Education, and Communication for Behavioural Change

ISEG Young Economics Society 
| The "Dose of Economics"
Podcast ECO

A new episode of the podcast where
ISEG students discuss current issues
related to finance and economy, in
partnership with the Eco newspaper.

Under discussion – "The biggest
financial scandals". 

Listen HERE.

What's Up @ ISEG

Thematic cycle | Psychosocial
Risks and Labour Rights

When: 27th, 28th and 29th of June 
Where: Lecture Theatre 3
Time: 09:00 to 18:00

ISEG and the Authority for Working
Conditions are organising a Thematic
Cycle in the context of Health and Safety
at Work. 

Registration form HERE. Further
information can be found HERE. 

AMAC Concert – the Musical
Academy of the Friends of the
Children at ISEG

When: 24th of June 
Where: Aud. CGD
Time: 19:00

As part of ISEG’s 111th Anniversary Commemorations, the Cultural Committee has
pleasure in promoting an AMAC – the Musical Academy of the Friends of the Children.

The Vecchi-Costa Music School, which is overseen by the Musical Academy of the
Friends of the Children, is a specialised music teaching school that was founded in 1953,
with educational autonomy recognised by the Ministry of Education. 

Further information can be found HERE and the concert program can be
consulted HERE. 

Alumni in the News

SEVERAL ALUMNI AMONG THE
WINNERS OF THE DELOITTE
IRGAWARDS

Three alumni were in the spotlight at
the 34th Edition of the Deloitte Investor
Relations & Governance Awards
(IRGAwards), which took place on the
26th May:  

Ana Luísa Virgínia won the CFO Award
(Jerónimo Martins SGPS S.A.); 

On behalf of the Caixa Geral de
Depósitos, Paulo Macedo received the
Panel’s Special Award; 

António Pontes Correia, Director of
IGCP, was distinguished with the Career
Award (Lifetime Achievement Award)

CLÁUDIA JOAQUIM IS THE NEW
CHAIR OF AD&C

A graduate in Economics, with a
Postgraduation in Accounting, Public
Finance, and Budget Management, the
former Secretary of State for the Budget,
Cláudia Joaquim, is the new Chair of
the Agency for Development and
Cohesion (AD&C), a public entity under
the responsibility of the Minister of the
Presidency. 

The ISEG+Columbia Strategic Leadership
Programme

ISEG Executive Education has established a partnership with Columbia Business
School, the 2nd best Business School in the world, according to the Financial Times, and
the only Ivy League School at the centre of business.

The ISEG+Columbia Strategic Leadership Programme is an exclusive programme
which is designed for the top management of companies and other national and
international organisations. The learning journey is based on three main pillars – Immerse,
Develop and Engage, and is designed to provide participants with a myriad of
opportunities and experiences that will enhance their personal development and
networking and will also contribute to a truly transformational experience. 

Come and join a unique experience that will enhance your development as a leader and
your personal growth. The ISEG+Columbia SLP is aimed for leaders who want to
make a difference and who wish to explore new challenges and build a network of
contacts that will last well into the future.

Be inspired and find out more HERE.

OPEN MINDS. GRAB THE FUTURE!
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